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JLMBC Monthly Meeting 
March 12, 2019 

Minutes 
 

Joint Labor/Management Benefits Committee – *William Elarton-Selig, Chair, JLMBC 

MEMBERS 
*James Bradley, SEIU Local 99 

*Velma J. Butler, President 
AFT College Staff Guild, Local 

1521A 

*Otto W. K. Lee, LAHC/President, 
Administrative Representative 

*Paul De La Cerda, President, 
LACCD Administrators’ 

Association/Teamsters Local 911 

Ernesto Medrano, LA/OC Building 
& Construction Trades Council 

*Joanne Waddell, President, L.A. 
College Faculty Guild, Local 1521 

Bruce Hicks, SEIU Local 721 

ALTERNATES 
*Mercedes Gaitan, AFT 

College Staff Guild, Local 1521A 
*Dr. Celena Burkhardt, 

Teamsters   Local 911 

RESOURCES TO THE JLMBC 
*Dr. Albert Román 

Phyllis Eckler, Adjunct 
*Leon Marzillier, Retiree 

Laurie Green, Retiree 

Amy Roberts, Adjunct 
*Katrelia Walker, ESC,  Human 

Resources 
 

 
VISITORS/SUBSTITUTES—Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. (*Marcos Morales, *Ilana 

Share, *Mirna Medina, *Megan Stavros), Andy Duran, *Isabel Alejandro (IT), 
Gympass (*Reagan Turner, *Sean Flynn), *Ken Taira  
 

*Indicates “Present” 
 
The Benefits Committee meeting convened at 9:30 a.m. 

Location: Educational Services Center—6th Floor Conference Room,  
770 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90017 
 

The meeting was called to order by Bill Elarton, Chair. 
A quorum was present.  
 

Approval of Agenda 
 
Agenda is approved.  

 
Convened to Regular JLMBC Meeting 
 

Approval of Minutes 

Minutes are approved.  

Wellness Report 
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A. LA Marathon 

Katrelia shares that there are ten LACCD participants registered for the full 

marathon, 13 for the half marathon, 32 for the 5K, and 34 for the virtual 
marathon. Katrelia shares that people are saying they did not get her emails 
and she asks the committee to help publicize what the HBU is doing. Katrelia 

shares that the Chancellor has agreed to share a message about Stride4Life 
and that there will be a PSA going out to all participants to share on social 
media. Katrelia states that only six people showed up to the virtual 

marathon kickoff. Katrelia also shares that one of the teachers sponsored 
LACCD $2,500 for the marathon. Katrelia states that she has been in talks 
with the sheriff’s department to see if they’d like to participate but that there 

are some scheduling conflicts that may prohibit as much participation from 
their department. Katrelia shares that on the day of the race, LACCD has 
been given the finish line tent along with 12 other spots along the course for 

tents and sponsors to cheer on LACCD team members. Velma shares that 
the Chancellor started the ball rolling to get the president’s involved. Velma 
states that she has suggested the presidents decorate their booths to 

represent their own colleges. Katrelia shares that Blue Shield and Kaiser 
have committed to bring volunteers. Katrelia also shares that Gallagher will 
have team members in attendance as well. Katrelia states that Gallagher will 

be setting up along the course to help cheer on LACCD. Katrelia asks what 
happened to the corporate sponsor call list. Velma shares that they were 
called and received a letter asking for donations. Katrelia states that the 

online donation is still open so corporate sponsors are still able to donate. 
Katrelia shares that on Friday March 22 LACCD will be sharing a booth at the 
wellness expo for Skechers at the Los Angeles convention center.   

B. Wellness Activities 
a. Gympass 

Katrelia reminds the committee why they did not move forward with Active 

and Fit – they would not go through the District’s arbitration agreement and 
they miscommunicated the actual initiation fee. Katrelia shares that another 
opportunity for gym discounts has come to the table through a company 

called Gympass. Katrelia states that Gympass originated in Europe and that 
today, Sean Flynn and Reagan Turner will be presenting on Gympass.  

Reagan thanks Katrelia for arranging for Gympass to present. Reagan 

introduces himself as the head of business development for Gympass and 
introduces Sean Flynn who is the CEO of Gympass. Reagan thanks the 
committee for what they do on behalf of the District. Reagan shares that 

Gympass was founded in Brazil with the goal of supporting the health and 
wellbeing of people when they travel. Reagan shares that Gympass is now in 
14 countries and across the U.S. Reagan shares that Gympass’s mission is to 
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defeat inactivity in the workplace. Reagan shares that in his conversation 
with Katrelia, he learned that a large percentage of the employees and 

retirees at LACCD have a predisposition for chronic diseases and that this 
program will help get people well and active. Reagan shares that Gympass 
works with organizations across the world and they are comprised of a 

diverse group of employers. Reagan shares that Gympass can customize the 
offering for each employer with whom they work.  

Reagan shares two main components that make Gympass different – their 

network of fitness partners across the U.S. is ever growing (over 7,000 
unique fitness/activity partners) and the way that Gympass partners with 
organizations to customize the offering and make activity fun. Reagan 

shares that the benefit is also available to spouses and family members. 
Katrelia asks who in the family can participate and how many can 
participate. Reagan responds that dependents up to the age of 26 and 

spouses are eligible but that Gympass goes on an honor system. He also 
states that you can have up to 5 family members enrolled. Marcos asks if 
the contract is direct with Gympass or will they have to contract directly with 

the gym. Reagan responds that the contract is direct with Gympass. Albert 
asks if it is 6 total on the plan, including the actual employee and Reagan 
confirms that it is. Reagan shares that the membership is month to month 

and the first month is free. Marcos asks what happens if an employee 
already has a membership at one of the in-network gyms. Reagan responds 
that it will depend on the relationship with the gym. Reagan shares that 

Gympass has relationships with some gyms where they will not enforce any 
penalties. James asks what the difference is between the tiers in the 
network. Reagan shares that the cost starts at $9.99 and goes up to 

$149.99 per month, depending on the network they select (which is about a 
70% discount off the market rate). James asks what is different between the 
$10 per month and the $150 per month. Reagan responds that some of the 

more boutique studios will be in the more expensive Gympass tiers. Reagan 
shares that you can use your Gympass access all over the country. Albert 
clarifies that the answer to James’s questions is access is what differentiates 

the different tiers. Mercedes clarifies that for some gyms, you might pay a 
membership fee but you cannot access the classes that gym offers whereas 
if you pay a higher membership fee, you might get access to those classes. 

Mercedes asks if, with a Gympass membership, LACCD employees will get 
access to the classes. Reagan responds that it will depend on the gym. Sean 
concurs and clarifies that it is access to the gym but if the gym requires you 

to pay more for classes, you will likely need to pay the fee for that class. 
Katrelia asks if it’s possible to have one family member on one tier while you 
have yourself on another tier and Reagan confirms that you can. Reagan 

also shares that each tier is cumulative so if an employee enrolls in the silver 
tier, they will also have access to the gyms and activities in the lower 
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bronzed and starter tiers. Reagan also shares that employees can move 
between the tiers whenever they’d like as the Gympass membership is 

month to month and there are no fees to change tiers aside from the 
increase in monthly cost. Reagan shares that if there are gyms not in the 
network, LACCD can request that it be added. Leon asks what the incentive 

to the gym is. Reagan shares that Gympass can help drive new foot traffic 
into the gym. Marcos asks how the gym verifies they are a member. Reagan 
shares that there is an app the employee will show at the gym each time 

they check in. Marcos asks how often Gympass checks eligibility with the 
employers. Reagan shares that eligibility is done monthly via a file that the 
partner organization uploads.  

Reagan shares that Gympass hosts launch events on all key locations to 
communicate the benefit to all employees. Marcos asks if the cost is payroll 
deducted. Reagan shares that Gympass does prefer payroll deduction as it 

helps increase engagement. Reagan shares that there is a slight cost 
difference for payroll deduction versus credit card payments. Katrelia shares 
that she has already informed Gympass that they will not be doing payroll 

deductions. Velma states that she’d like payroll deduction to be discussed by 
the committee before a decision is made. Albert shares that a decision that 
is going to be a further challenge to the staff will be more challenging. 

Reagan shares that the fee to the employer is different for all their employer 
partners but that it starts with an employee census. Reagan shares that 
Katrelia did share a census with him and that he created a number of access 

maps that shows where Gympass gyms are located compared to employee 
density, both using the campus locations and home zip code locations. 
Marcos asks what improvement Reagan has seen with engagement. Reagan 

shares that with one client in Phoenix, 20% enrolled in Gympass. Reagan 
shares that typically he sees 10-15% engagement in the first year with 
growth over time. Megan asks how long employees tend to keep their 

membership with Gympass. Sean responds that they see 80% retention in 
the first month. Mercedes asks how easy it is to change tiers. Reagan shares 
that you can do it via the app in minutes and your monthly costs are 

prorated depending on how much time you spent on each tier. Velma asks 
how long implementation weeks. Sean responds that while the app can be 
turned on at any time, it all depends on the communication timeline. Velma 

asks Albert how long he thinks this will take. Albert responds that this will be 
discussed between the committee. Celena asks if Gympass works with 
individuals and Reagan responds that they only work with employers. 

Reagan and Sean leave. 

James expresses concern about the program because it seems to be 
targeting a specific group. Velma responds that there is a tier so that you 

can chose one you can afford. James responds that there will still be fees for 
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classes. Marcos responds that the benefit is the membership to the gym, not 
necessarily the classes at the gym. Velma emphasizes the benefit of the tier 

system so people can select a plan that works for them. Mercedes mentions 
that there doesn’t seem to be many starter tier options near the campuses. 
Leon asks if it would be possible for the employees on the campuses to use 

the gyms on the campus. Velma responds that she’s tried advocating for this 
but it has not moved forward yet. Bill asks the committee if they wish to 
continue discussing it. Velma makes a motion to continue discussing to see if 

this might be an option to incorporate into the District. Bill moves it to a 
vote and the motion does not pass with a three to two vote.  

Discussion/Follow-Up Reports 

A. Risk Manager Announcement 

Albert shares that the District has selected a new risk manager, Leo 
Costantino. Albert mentions that Leo started his career with LACCD in 1999 

and he is looking forward to having him on board. Albert shares that he will 
serve on the committee as a resource. Albert mentions that he will be there 
as needed as well. Velma shares that he had a good interview and should 

bring a lot of positivity to the District. Velma shares that she’d like Albert to 
continue attending the meetings as Leo learns the processes and 
procedures.  

B. ConnectYourCare Implementation 

Albert shares that implementation has begun but they are not able to deliver 
on the reports and data that LACCD initially requested and that they stated 

in writing they could initially do. Albert shares that the committee that 
initially interviewed will need to make a decision about the next vendor. 
Albert shares that WageWorks was a close second and if the District stays 

with WageWorks, business can continue as usual. Albert shares that they 
can also consider the other proposing vendors. Albert states that he is willing 
to extend an additional month with WageWorks while decisions are made. 

Velma states that the employees already know about ConnectYourCare. 
Albert shares that ConnectYourCare has until Monday to share, in writing, 
that they can provide the reports promised. Velma inquires what issues 

existed with WageWorks that made the District want to leave them. Albert 
responds that it was a minor pay issue. Velma responds that if the 
committee decides to stay with WageWorks, those issues should be 

addressed. Otto shares that WageWorks might be in a better position to 
improve given they almost lost the business. Albert shares that they are 
poised to take the contract on if needed. Velma puts a motion on the floor 

that if ConnectYourCare cannot meet the reporting request, that the District 
will continue with the number two bidder which was WageWorks. Mercedes 
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mentions that WageWorks came back with a lower bid. Bill puts the motion 
to a vote. The motion passes. 

Velma asks to move back to Gympass to understand why the committee 
isn’t willing to discuss it any further. Albert asks, if the employees could get 
access to the campus gyms, would Velma still be interested in offering this 

benefit. Velma responds that for a very small investment, the District could 
be offering a useful benefit to their constituents. Velma expresses her 
frustration that the committee won’t discuss Gympass given all the time that 

was put into it.   

C. Standalone Legal Insurance 

Megan reminds that committee that this came about because of a question 

from Leon about the pet discount program that the District offers. Megan 
also shares that the committee had a few inquiries regarding the legal 
services offered by the EAP and expressed interest in hearing about some 

more robust options. 

Megan shares that voluntary benefits are 100% employee paid so it is no 
additional cost to the District but by offering it through the District it is a 

discounted rate. Megan shares that there are three types of voluntary 
benefits. Megan shares that they are supplemental health (such as accident, 
critical illness, and hospital indemnity), wealth protection (such as long term 

care, short term disability, long term disability, whole life), and lifestyle 
benefits (legal, identity theft, pet insurance). Bill states that LACCD’s 
program is not insurance for pets it is a pet discount program. Ilana states 

that this can be updated in the next series of newsletters. 

Megan shares that she will be first discussing legal and ID theft which are 
typically put together because they can be offered as a package. Megan 

shares that there are currently legal and ID theft benefits offered through 
the EAP but they are not as robust as a standalone program would be. 
Megan shares that the EAP offers consultations with legal representatives 

who can then refer the employee out to someone else. Megan shares that 
the standalone option provides much more expensive coverage, such as 
unlimited consultations with an attorney, full coverage for wills, adoption 

services, DUI and traffic tickets, and discounts for divorce and child custody 
services. Megan shares that for ID theft, the standalone option features front 
end monitoring to make sure the credit isn’t being breached in any way. 

Megan shares that there is an alert system built in if the vendor does see a 
red flag. Megan shares that these vendors offer up to $1,000,000 in 
coverage for things lost and credit restoration if there was a theft. Megan 

mentions that they also have social media monitoring using AI to look out 
for cyberbullying for the members’ dependents. Bill asks who does this. 
Megan shares that Info Armor and Identity Guard both have the AI 
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monitoring. Albert asks what the $1,000,000 would cover. Megan responds 
that if there was a breach or theft, the person needs to go through many 

steps to restore credit which likely involves legal services. Celena asks if 
they can pay it out or if it is only a reimbursement and Megan responds that 
she will look into it further. Marcos shares that one restriction is that the 

employee cannot sue the District using the benefit. Megan shares that this 
can be set up on a direct pay basis. Albert asks how the divorce and custody 
services work if there is a couple who both work for the District. Megan 

shares that it can only be utilized for the policy holder or if they both hold a 
policy, they would have two separate attorneys. Celena asks how much 
these cost. Megan shares that standalone legal services are typically about 

$18-$22 per month and for standalone ID theft, it is typically between $5-
$10 but she would need to get specific information for LACCD. Megan shares 
that the bundled option is about $20-$24. Bill asks the committee if they 

would like Gallagher to put together presentations from the vendors. Joanne 
shares that she gets a number of calls looking for legal services so in her 
opinion, it should be explored. Albert expresses that he thinks it should go to 

a vote to ensure there is enough interest in the committee. Bill puts a 
motion on the floor to explore the bundled option. The motion passes.   

D. Pet Insurance vs. Discount Services 

Megan shares that there two tiers - PetAssure discount program which is just 
for medical care for the pets and PetPlus which covers prescriptions and 
some preventive care visits. Megan shares that ASPCA and Nationwide are 

the most commonly offered and work similarly to a medical plan for people. 
Megan shares that there are flexible plan design options that members can 
chose based on the coverage they’d like. Megan states that the group 

discounts through either ASPCA or Nationwide can be anywhere from 5%-
10% on the premium levels. Megan mentions that pricing will depend on the 
age and breed of the animal when you do not go through a group plan. Leon 

asks if it gets more expensive with more pets and Megan confirms that it 
will. Joanne asks how many employees have signed up for PetAssure and 
Megan responds that Gallagher can look into that. Joanne also states she’d 

like a comparison of other vendors. Leon asks what the cost is to the 
District. Megan responds that there is no cost to the District.   

E. Dental Update 

Marcos shares that Gallagher is working with LACCD to run an updated 
report on retirees that have moved out of state but are still enrolled in the 
HMO. Marcos states that Gallagher is also working closely with Delta to show 

them some results from the internal review. Marcos shares that they will be 
adding a new wellness benefit which provides members dealing with HIV, 
diabetes, and other chronic conditions, it is no cost to go get their cleaning. 
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Marcos states that Delta is also working on guarantees to be incorporated 
into the contract. Marcos shares that he is also working with Delta on the 

administrative costs.  

F. CalPERS Retiree Questions – What happens at age 65 when still 
covered? Can those with chronic diseases qualify to receive Medicare? 

Bill shares that one question was from an SRP retiree who retired out and 
has a spouse that is over 65 and covered by a different employer. Bill states 
that CalPERS is saying in order to maintain his spouse’s coverage, the 

LACCD employee will need to enroll in Medicare Part B. Marcos responds that 
if a person is enrolled on their spouses plan, and the spouse is retired, that 
person will need to enroll in Part B to avoid penalties. Marcos states that if a 

person is enrolled in their spouse’s plan and their spouse is still actively 
working, they will not need to enroll in Medicare however they will need to 
provide a proof of group coverage form in order to avoid penalties. Bill 

states that CalPERS informed the employee’s spouse that she cannot stay on 
the CalPERS plan if her spouse is not on Medicare A and B. Ilana clarifies 
that since the spouse is not actively working the employee would need to 

enroll in Medicare. Bill states that now he will be facing penalties because it’s 
past the deadline to enroll. Megan states that Gallagher will look into this 
further. Joanne asks where this can be better advertised. 

Marcos shares that for chronic conditions, it is covered under Medicare even 
if you’re not eligible yet. Marcos states that as long as the condition has 
been treated for 24 months, you become eligible. Marcos states that 

proactively, CalPERS is likely sending out notifications to the members who 
will be eligible soon. Marcos shares that then, the impacted member needs 
to take the next step to sign up for Medicare. Bill shares that this came up 

because adjuncts, who may have gone years under LACCD coverage being 
treated for these kinds of conditions, can lose their assignment and lose 
District coverage. Bill asks if while on COBRA, they can enroll in Medicare. 

Marcos responds that they can. Ken shares that the employees are being 
notified when they are eligible for Medicare. Ken confirms that this is 
qualified at any age. Joanne clarifies that they end up paying for the 

supplement and not the COBRA cost and Marcos shares that this is correct. 
Bill requests that an article on this be included in all newsletters for the Fall.  

Status Updates 

None 

Constituency Reports 

A. Retirees 
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None 

B. Actives 

Velma shares that she went to two pharmacies to fill a prescription and one 
said it would be $1 and the other said it would be $25 and asks how a 
member should know that they might be charged differently. Marcos shares 

that it will depend on the plan they are enrolled in (Kaiser versus Blue Cross 
Blue Shield). Marcos states that those on Blue Cross will have access to 
mobile apps where they can examine what their cost will be depending on 

the type of medication and geographical area. Marcos shares that Gallagher 
will do research on what kinds of tools are available to help determine cost. 

Velma states that her retirees are starting to see bills on their medical when 

they never have before. Velma states that there is a need for an educational 
piece on what is happening and why. Bill states that this issue stems from 
the wording in the resolutions. Albert clarifies that this question is more 

about how to educate the retirees on what is happening and what to expect. 
Joanne emphasizes that there should be an article in the newsletter about 
what lifetime benefits truly means given the change in rates. 

Velma asks Marcos how the District can have more sway with CalPERS when 
they make benefit design and rate decisions. Marcos responds that there is 
opportunity for the District’s voice to be heard if they are part of the 

committee. Bill and Velma ask Marcos to do research on how they can get a 
voice on the committee. Velma also shares that there is an LACCD employee 
who joined the board of CalPERS so he may be able to help them get a foot 

in the door.  

C. Adjuncts 

None 

Closed Session 

None 

New Discussion from the Floor 

None 

Action Items 

None 

Public Comments 

None 
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The meeting adjourned at 11:20 AM. 


